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Hi, I’m Zoë Gomer. 
I’m a designer and this is my portfolio. 



Hi, I’m Zoë Gomer.  I’m a designer with a passion for 
sustainability and creating a better future - whether that 
be through innovative consumer technology, designing 
packaging with eco-friendly materials, or curating product 
experiences that far surpass their predecessors. 

I recently graduated from Rochester Institute of Technology’s 
Industrial Design program and now work at Newell Brands 
as a Packaging Innovation Associate while exploring the 
bubbling city of Charlotte. 

I am currently open to opportunities that will push me 
to my creative limits, help me to make a difference, and 
allow me to grow personally & professionally. 
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COMPACT COMPOSTCOMPACT COMPOSTCOMPACT COMPOST



Food scraps and yard waste currently make up 20 to 30 percent 
of what we throw away, and should be composted instead. “ 

- United States Environmental Protection Agency

“



IDENTIFIED USERS /  PERSONAE:

JULIANNE
• recent grad
• designer working in San Fransisco
• lives in a small apartment with 2 

roommates
• proud vegan
• self-proclaimed plant-mom

CONNER
• recent grad
• creative developer working in 

Chicago
• lives in small studio apartment
• grew up in wooded area, misses 
    having green space
• loves cooking



I needed to learn more about my 
target users’ composting habits, so 
I conducted a survey and got some 
really great feedback from over 70 
people. Here’s what I learned. 



29.4% do not 
compost 

8.8%  does compost

61.8%  does not 
compost but would 

like to 

Do you currently compost?

44%  multiple 
times a day 

How oft en do you throw out compostable waste?

29%  once daily

27% Other

SURVEY RESULTS:



2 out of 3 people keep plants in their apartments.2 out of 3 people keep plants in their apartments.2 out of 3 people keep plants in their apartments.2 out of 3 people keep plants in their apartments.

Of the plants owned by these apartment dwellers, 
7% are vegetables or fruit, 93% are succulents and decorative plants, and 45% are herbs.



What can be done to help 
these apartment dwellers add 
composting to their homes?



COMPOST_BIN + PLANTER

SO HERE’S THE IDEA



LET’S LOOK AT THE CURRENT INDOOR COMPOSTING OPTIONS

SIZE LOOK RELIABLE? USE OF WORMS

LARGE BULKY, GENERALLY 
UNATTRACTIVE

YES YES

LARGE OUTDOORS & 
GARDENING TOOLS 

AESTHETIC

YES NO

SMALL CLEAN, APPROACHABLE MAYBE NO

EXTRA SMALL VARIES YES NO



DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

01  Elegant and compact 
02  Work well & minimize odor 
03  Easy to use 
04  Affordable 



SKETCHING



& MORE SKETCHING 





ALTHOUGH BY ITSELF THIS UNIT WOULD WORK 
WELL, ONCE PUT INTO CONTEXT IT WAS EASY TO 
IDENTIFY THAT THIS FORM WOULD NOT CREATE 
THE BEST USER EXPERIENCE POSSIBLE. 

SO MY NEXT ROUND OF IDEATION HAD 
A STRONGER FOCUS ON THE INTENDED 
ENVIORNMENT FOR THIS PRODUCT: THE KITCHEN. 





HOW IT WORKS

Compost drawer
(Polypropylene)

Drainage plug

Drainage drawer
(Polypropylene)

Primary body & planter 
(Polypropylene)

 Wire base
(Steel rod, powder coated)

Drawer locks

The top drawer that houses 
all compost is locked to the 
drainage drawer to prevent 
the excess compost liquids 
from falling onto the fl oor or 
growing excessive bacteria 
in the drawer. To empty the 
drainage drawer, simply 
unlock the buckles and 
unscrew the plug. 



LIGHTING SOLUTION

Although in the ideal space there would be natural lighting to 
keep the user’s plants alive and well, this simple lighting solution 
can keep the plants well lit with this light that acts as artifi cial 
sunlight.





FLIP WATCHFLIP WATCHFLIP WATCH



This project was a 3 day (self- assigned) 
design challenge to push myself to 
learn more rapid concept development 
and brand creation.
February 7th, 9th, +  10th, 2018



Recent trends show that millennials have a growing appreciation for 
more analog technologies such as records and tapes. Going with this 
trend, I decided to design a watch that is reminiscent of shutter, “Flip” 
style alarm clocks. 

HERE’S THE IDEA 



IDEATION





FINAL FORM





BRAND & PATTERN DEVELOPMENT



PATTERNS TO FIT YOUR PERSONALITY.



EVERYONE IS 

FLIPPING OUT ABOUT. 

GET THE WATCH 

FLIP WATCH



PACKAGING





Recycled paperboard

Color-coded ribbon to aid 
in opening the box

Recyclable band used to 
contain package before 
purchasing



POP DISPLAY CONCEPTPOP DISPLAY CONCEPT





PERCEPTION



What issues do current AR/VR headsets have?

OCULOUS RIFTMETA 3 HTC VIVE

  - Expensive

  - Front Heavy

MICROSOFT HOLOLENS

  Tethered= lack of mobility

Elaborate
Blocks many of your senses which 
could leave the user vulnerable 

HANDS-ON RESEARCH



MIND MAPPING

 The mind-mapping process 
helped me determine that 
I wanted to focus on an 
AR concept for market in 
approximately 5-10 years. 



What does the next gen, 
stand alone, augmented 
reality headset look like?



modern, smooth, friendly

INSPIRATION



INITIAL IDEATION



FORM STUDIES

most sleek, ergonomic form

form is too soft and undefined

“T” shape falls too low on the face



CAD + 3D PRINT ITERATION 1

Adjustabe piece allows 
this headset to be used 
by many diff erent users. 



Edges and form are too sharp and forced.

this back form is nice but contradicts 
the boxy front half.

The curve over the ear seems awkward and 
does not fit with the squared front of the form.



IDEATION PHASE 2: FORM REFINEMENT



CAD + 3D PRINT ITERATION 2



DETAILS
back piece houses battery and balances out with the 
weight of the lenses in the front. The battery can be 
charged through an inductive charging plate. Curved metal piece allows for 

size adjustments

bone conducting vibrations 
work as speakers

Transparent OLED display 

Microsoft  Kinect 
Technology

Power button & volume control





STARBUCKS



An industrial design and graphic design collaborative project for 
Chase Design and Starbucks with RIT’s School of Design.

COFFEE PACKAGING DESIGN: STARBUCKS

Chase Designs + Starbucks + RIT
Graphic Designers: Adrea Shaver, Amber Stokes, &  Carissa Hackman
Industrial Designers: Zoe Gomer & Sooa Chung



TRENDS:

• Daily consumption of espresso-bassed 
beverages has nearly tripled since 2008.

• Millenials have turned coff ee consumption 
into a public expression of individuality with 
so many ways to personalize your order to 
your taste.

• Americans, particularly millenials, have a 
growing interest in the enviormental imact 
their purchases have on the enviorment. 



Create a solution that is as Iconic as the Starbucks brand, 
Portfolio Driven, Enhances the Consumer Experience 
(freshness, ease of use), and Loyalty Ready to increase the 
usability of Starbucks Rewards on the packaging.

PROJECT BRIEF:



• blends in with other coffee options
• doesn’t say “premium”
• not obvious that is a Starbucks coffee

• bags become wrinkled which creates distortion and legibility issues
• some of the graphics appear too busy

CURRENT PACKAGING



brand mission statement:
“To inspire and nurture the human spirit— one person, one cup, 
and one neighborhood at a time”

WHO IS STARBUCKS?



BOLD

SIMPLE

FUNCTIONAL

INSPIRATION



initial mockups bristol board mockups

graphic mockupsmockup iterations

MOCKUPS 



Why was this the best solution? Why was it selected?

FINAL FORM

The front shape of this package is 
reminicent of the starbucks cup that 
you would get in store. This reinforces 
the idea of taking the Starbucks brand 
back into your own home. 

The geometric shape of this package 
concept allows for the usage of new 
materials. This not only helps the 
package to stand out in the store but 
creates an opportunity to make the 
package more ecofriendly.

The flat front edge of this form 
allows the packages to easily 
sit back to front in the grocery 
store pushers.



this solution hints at the iconic starbucks cups with its form and 
graphics helping it to stand out on store shelves as a premium, 
starbucks product.

MASS RETAIL SOLUTION



ON THE SHELF



Materials & Sustainability:

The exterior package is made of recycled paperboard. The 
interior pouch protects the coffee (beans or grounds) while 
retaining the freshness and flavor. This packaging solution 
holds true to Starbucks’ dedication to high quality coffee & 
minmizing their impact on the enviorment. 





FINAL





THANK YOU!

Let’s Chat.
zoegomer.com  |  zoegomer@gmail.com  |  717.712.3225


